Meeting

• 12/1
  • Ryan Zboralski, Sara Sekerak, Anastacia Green from Ecology
  • Nick Poolman from WSLCB
  • Qing Gu from WSDA
  • Steve LaCroix from DOH
  • Jay Burns from Treeline
  • Steve Loague from Integrity
  • Bonnie Luntzel from Praxis
  • Kyle Shelton From Medicine Creek
Items discussed

• Today’s motions
  • PT provider requirements
  • PT frequency

• PT frequency for labs upon accreditation transfer

• PTs and the ICT
PT Workgroup Going Forward
The Motions
Minimum Required PT Frequency

• **On-going accreditation**
  - Micro: 1 per year per parameter
  - Everything else: 2 per year per parameter with a possible reduction to 1 per year per parameter with on-going success

• **Initial Accreditation (for labs not transferring from WSLCB/RJ Lee)**
  - Requirement is applicable to old parameters when a major method change has been made or when a lab wishes to add a new parameter after accreditation transfer
  - Most recent set of satisfactory results per parameter
  - This must be done prior to scheduling of the on-site audit
Details

• Pros

• Cons

• Transferring labs vs New Labs